DVOŘÁK
CARNIVAL OVERTURE
LISTENING MAP

0:00  Main Theme  0:23  VIOLENS  <  0:37  Main Theme  0:53  Transition
FULL ORCHESTRA  VIOLINS  FULL ORCHESTRA  Starting with big chords

108  12  115  122  131
STRINGS  STRINGS  STRINGS  STRINGS  STRINGS

1:08  Secondary Theme  1:12  STRINGS  1:15  STRINGS  1:22  STRINGS  1:31  STRINGS
Minor in 4  Major  FULL ORCHESTRA  Slowing down

STRINGS  WOODWINDS  STRINGS  STRINGS  WOODWINDS  FULL ORCHESTRA  Fake Ending & Transition

3:51
FLUTE  CLARINET  VIOLIN  ENGLISH HORN  Strings
Slow in 3  Sudden Transition  VS.  LOW BRASS

6.00
STRINGS  VS.  WOODWINDS

7:07
FULL ORCHESTRA

Transitions

9:06  Coda
FULL ORCHESTRA
Poco piú mosso

9:20  FINE